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Wiener Rosé 2022 

 

Vintage: An exceptionally long winter was followed by late but rapid 

budding of the vines. Flowering was then rather again, around mid-June, 
and accompanied by wonderful weather conditions. The summer was 
principally sunny and dry, hence towards the end of July the first small dry 
damage appeared in young plants. August then began similarly to the 2021 
season with cool night temperatures and good rainfall, which led to a good 
water supply for the vines after all. As a result, the fruit of the grapes 
became nicely pronounced and the acidity levels remained stable. 
September was then rather mixed: Sunny phases alternated with rainy 
periods and turned the harvest into a challenge. However, the rain could 

not any longer cause damage, as the amounts of water were too low, the wind values too high and the 
greenery in the vineyards too receptive. The harvest ended around October 20th and brought both very 
good qualities and a satisfactory quantity. The wines present themselves ripe with cool fruit and very 
good potential. 
 

Soil: The grapes for the Wiener Rosé 2022 come from multiple sights on the Viennese Bisamberg. The 

soil in these vineyards is primarily determined by light, sandy loess with some massive chalk underneath.  
 

Vineyards and Cellar: Our Wiener Rosé is an assemblage of around 70% Zweigelt, 20% Pinot Noir 

and 5% Cabernet Franc as well as Merlot. All the grapes derive from biodynamic agriculture and are 
officially certified since the year 2008. After meticulous grape selection by hand picking, the separate 
plots were just briefly juiced and then carefully transferred in order to limit the color extraction from 
the berry skins. The gentle vinification continued in stainless steel to encourage the animating spiciness 
and fruit of the wine. At the beginning of the following year the wine is filled into bottles and in March 
it is finally launched. 
 

Tasting Notes: Pale pink. In the nose you can find some notes of strawberry as well as hints of red 

currant. On the palate the wine appears very delicate with a wonderful, elegant acidity structure and 
nice spiciness. It’s the ideal wine for summertime and the perfect companion for a chill afternoon on 
the balcony or by the water.  
 

Wine Data: Alcohol 12.0 % vol., Acidity 5.4 g/l, Residual Sugar 2.3 g/l  


